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Appeal Reference: APP/X2410/W/21/3287864

DETAILS OF THE CASE

Appeal Reference APP/X2410/W/21/3287864

Appeal By
DAVID WILSON HOMES EAST MIDLANDS AND ANTHONY RAYMOND
SHUTTLEWOOD

Site Address Land off Cossington Road
Sileby
Leicestershire
LE12 7SL
Grid Ref Easting: 460578
Grid Ref Northing: 314221

SENDER DETAILS

Name MRS CLARE PEARSON

Address 36 Main Street
Cossington
LEICESTER
LE7 4UU

ABOUT YOUR COMMENTS

In what capacity do you wish to make representations on this case?
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Rule 6 (6)

What kind of representation are you making?

Final Comments
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Statement

Statement of Common Ground
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Other

YOUR COMMENTS ON THE CASE

I object in the strongest terms to this application. Sileby has already grown exponentially over recent
years, leading to significant volumes of traffic - much of which cuts through Cossington (particularly
when surrounding areas are flooded); this traffic does not observe speed limits through Cossington and
this makes it dangerous to cross the road at peak times now due to poor visibility around the sharp
bends. Any new development would mean traffic trying to join the road in an already treacherous
position. At peak times it is exceptionally difficult to exit driveways on Main Street Cossington and this
would increase the issue. The school is already over subscribed in Cossington and most parents arrive
in cars from neighbouring villages and park on the Main Street and over driveways. Cossington hadn’t
flooded for 40 years until 2019, which happened to coincide with the large volume of building already
in sileby. The approach to Cossington is one of a rural and traditional character, which would be ruined
by a huge volume of modern, mass produced housing. The green space between sileby and Cossington
is valued by those who live there and is an important natural aspect. People move to Cossington as it is
a small and rural community without significant infrastructure, we do not require a larger school of
shops. This area is unlit and would be entirely ruined by modern street lighting and the additional
noise. Cossington does not have the infrastructure to support a volume of new houses, there is only a
pub and the garden centre (an established and well used business which would also be destroyed by
this volume of new build). The bus route is available but sporadic since the pandemic - this is not a
facility to be relied upon as an alternative to cars. Crime and antisocial behaviour has also increased
significantly in sileby since it’s huge expansion - Cossington residents (especially the elderly are fearful
of this).
Cossington has a unique character and history. Many residents have worked hard on a local and
neighbourhood plan over recent months to ensure their views on retaining character and traditional
build/look are maintained - this would never be achieved by a mass producer of low quality modern
housing. It appears that there has been no thought given to the implication of increasing housing in
this scale, in respect of local flooding - currently there is no where for traffic to be funnelled when
flooding occurs (frequently) on Syston road at the end of the village, or slash lane on the opposite exit
through sileby. It is already challenging to progress up Cossington road towards sileby due to the
double parking issue, this could essentially cause tailbacks into Cossington at peak times.
It is entirely unnecessary for house builders to continue to ‘join up’ villages across Charnwood. This
destroys communities and results in huge areas of new estates with communter families who travel in
and out in cars (polluting the environment) and never add to the community itself, as they are
separated between two communities and belonging to neither. This is a dangerous and I’ll thought
through proposal, with no reference to the community’s preferences, concerns or solutions.
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